And they all lived
Happily Ever After
The End

Presented by the Bungendore Princes and Princesses of Early Stage One and Stage One, with the assistance of their Wonderful Witches and Wizards.

Tuesday 21st September, 2010
Once upon a time….

Setting:
Two children enter a room in their grandmother’s house. To their delight they discover something magical…….

Story One - performed by 1A
Nursery Rhyme Rap

Story Two - performed by KR
The Sleeping Princess

Story Three - performed by 1H
The Christmas Spiders

Story Four - performed by K1S
Somewhere over the rainbow

Story Five - performed by 2AR and 2F
The Marys and her little lambs

Story Six - performed by 1B1H
The Frog Prince

Story Seven - performed by K1F
Deep in the Woods

Story Eight - performed by 1B
Rock T.V.

Story Nine - performed by 2D
The Krazy Kats

We would like to say Thank You!!!

To the Dukes and Duchesses for assisting all of the children with their costumes and props.

To Queen Kylie Heslop for painting our wonderful fairytale backdrop.

To our Ogres from Stage 3 for being such great stage hands.

We appreciate all of your support.